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Going to host a stag night and still thinking to be making it fun for your male friends? A crazy way of
doing so is to host a theme stag party. You can select a theme for your party by using your
creativity. Here are some of the themes that you can opt for:

Action hero: Guys really like action hero. They take an inspiration from such characters during their
adolescence. Of course, you donâ€™t want to behave mature all the time. A stag night is definitely the
time when you can act like a kid, do whatever you want. Dress up like your favourite superhero. You
can be a Spiderman, Superman, Captain America, and Iron Man and so on.

Policeman and a convict: You like the chase game and you want to add fun to it, choose the theme
for your party as the policeman and a convict. Some of you will dress up like Police officers,
colonels, sergeants etc. while others might choose to dress up like convicts. You can use a variety
of props such as toy guns, handcuffs etc.

Stone Age: Dressing up like a caveman would be fun. You can make use of animal prints, irregular
cloth pieces or even banana leaves to look like early man.

Retro look: This is a theme that can give you numerous ideas and opportunities to dress up the way
you want to and pep up the stag weekends to a whole new level. Hair wigs, bright clothes,
bellbottoms, tight trousers, White shoes, retro sunglasses and even funny looking beard and a
moustache.

Feel like a woman: You can experiment wearing women apparels, make up, hair wigs, and even
high heels if you can afford one! This theme would need guys to gather a lot of courage to act and
behave like a woman.

Angel and Demon: Horns and halos, black and red dress, white and golden gowns will make all the
difference. You can generate your own sequel of War of Gods!
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a stag weekends, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a stag night!
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